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Studio Synopsis:  
 

The espionage thriller begins in 1997, as shocking news reaches retired Mossad secret agents 

Rachel (Academy Award winner Helen Mirren) and Stephan (two-time Academy Award 

nominee Tom Wilkinson) about their former colleague David (Ciarán Hinds of Focus' "Miss 

Pettigrew Lives for a Day"). All three have been venerated for decades by their country because 

of the mission that they undertook back in 1966, when the trio (portrayed, respectively, by 

Jessica Chastain (soon to be seen in "The Tree of Life"), Marton Csokas (Universal's upcoming 

"Dream House"), and Sam Worthington ("Avatar," "Clash of the Titans") tracked down Nazi war 

criminal Vogel (Jesper Christensen of "Casino Royale" and "Quantum of Solace") in East Berlin. 

At great risk, and at considerable personal cost, the team's mission was accomplished - or was it? 

The suspense builds in and across two different time periods, with startling action and surprising 

revelations. 

 

About The Production 
 

After the Israeli feature film Ha-Hov [The Debt], directed by Assaf Bernstein and produced by 

Eitan Evan, opened in 2007, the thriller received four nominations for Israel‟s Academy Awards 

equivalent. Evan credits the film‟s having been sold for distribution to countries beyond Israel to 

“its original story, combined with the thriller plot about Mossad agents on a mission. Mossad is 

an institution, one of the best in the world for espionage and intelligence, and the film had an 

authenticity to it with regard to them.”  

 

Producer Eduardo Rossoff took note of the film as being ideal for an English language remake, 

tied to its unique two-tiered storyline revolving around 30-yearold secrets coming to light, and 

brought Ha-Hov to the attention of producer Kris Thykier.  

 

Thykier was instantly intrigued. He recalls, “It was a spectacular story, and brilliantly acted. I did 

feel that there was an opportunity for a little more complexity and scale; I saw the potential of 

making a smart thriller that would be relevant to – and entertaining for – a world audience.”  

 

After viewing the film, Thykier‟s producing partner Matthew Vaughn agreed. As Evan spoke 

with Thykier by phone and then in person to finalize the new project, Vaughn started work on 

the script adaptation for the remake with his screenwriting partner Jane Goldman.  

 

Six months later, the producers presented the script to Oscar-nominated director John Madden. 

He found the screenplay to be “offering a visceral narrative in which both the emotional and 

moral stakes are very high, coupled with depth in the characterizations. One‟s engagement in the 

material deepens as the story becomes more complex and begins to exercise more of a grip. I was 

transfixed. “I hadn‟t seen the Israeli film when I read the script. I felt I needed to watch it – and 

I‟m glad I did, but then I didn‟t look at it again.”  

 

Thykier says, “We were thrilled that John was interested, and we quickly started preparing the 

project with him. He is a genuine renaissance man, totally involved and committed from the start 

to making the material work as a movie.”  
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Madden began honing the script with screenwriter Peter Straughan. The director notes, “The 

level of narrative development in the material is unusual in that the audience is constantly kept 

guessing about just what‟s going on – and we wanted to heighten that.  

 

“Assaf Bernstein and Ido Rosenblum‟s script for the original film had an underlying foundation 

and structure that was solid, and Matthew and Jane had already developed the story in some 

interesting ways. But as Peter and I began to work on the story, we found new directions 

emerging. And the thematic emphasis of the film started to shift.”  

 

Evan agrees, noting that “the new film involves the past much more than the present, and there is 

more action. The Debt also delves deeper into the psychology of the Israeli characters.”  

 

Thykier observes, “With the script‟s intelligence, and depth of character, we now had what I saw 

as a return to the 1970s thrillers that I had grown up on, like Three Days of the Condor and 

Marathon Man.”  

 

With such actor-driven thrillers in mind, Madden knew that the cast “would be central to The 

Debt. Inevitably these characters would be close to us, often very close. We watch them making 

a choice, see it ripple through a lifetime, and witness its profound effects.”  

 

Nowhere was this more important than with the lead character of Rachel Singer. The filmmakers 

needed an actress of a certain age to embody Rachel in 1997. She would have to be someone 

capable of conveying the uncertainty that haunts her, and embracing the physical challenges. 

With those prerequisites, Thykier states, “Who else could it be but Helen Mirren? We‟d always 

thought of her for this role.”  

 

Madden had previously directed Mirren in one of her celebrated Prime Suspect telefilms. He 

notes, “That was a fantastic experience for me. Helen is an actress at the top of her game, and she 

likes to test herself. She is fearless. Helen responded immediately to the challenge of this 

material.  

 

“Here‟s a role which required her to intimate the wounds and the corrosive effect of events 

suppressed over 30 years. The tension and pain of a decision made long ago are evident; she 

literally bears a scar from what happened back then. All this has to come across amidst the pace 

and excitement of a thriller.”  

 

Mirren comments, “Aside from wanting to work with John again and the fact that this was a 

good thriller story, I was interested in exploring the notion of how every action you take in life 

has a result, a consequence, and sooner or later you are going to have to face up to it.”  

 

“Having learned to live with compromise, Rachel is finally realizing that it doesn‟t always work. 

She is not a person who reveals much to anyone, not even to the daughter who has written a book 

about her and her colleagues. Rachel has buried her true emotions and has existed for many years 

on a superficial level, not confronting the depth of her real feelings about things. She finds she 

has to do that, and much more.”  
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For that “much more,” Mirren rose to the occasion, learning the basic moves of krav maga, the 

renowned tactical defense skill that is rooted in hand-to-hand combat. Krav maga is the official 

self-defense system of the Israeli Defense Forces.  

 

However, Mirren points out that “at this point in her life, Rachel is retired and hasn‟t fought in 

some years, so I wanted to keep that realistic. While she was trained in krav maga, that was a 

long time ago. So when she is called upon to defend herself again, she‟s far from a credible 

fighter.”  

 

With their latter-day Rachel set, the filmmakers turned to casting the younger incarnation. 

Madden wanted to “not to be enslaved by the necessity to find a lookalike actress.  

 

“But then we did find the perfect actress, who has an extraordinary physical affinity with Helen.”  

 

Rising star Jessica Chastain was recommended to Madden “by an agent I trust, someone who 

didn‟t even represent her.” Chastain had recently filmed The Tree of Life for director Terrence 

Malick, who when phoned by Madden offered an overwhelmingly positive recommendation. 

“He was happy to talk forever about her,” Madden says.  

 

Chastain remarks, “When I first read the script, I didn‟t even see it as a thriller. To me, it was a 

drama and a love story. It was so good that I felt, „I have to be in this movie.‟  

 

“I wanted to work with John Madden because he works both in theater and film, and that‟s what 

I like to do as well.”  

 

The actress reveals, “I do a lot of research, and I went into my first meeting with John very 

prepared. I had found out that Helen Mirren and I are the same height, so I said, „Just to throw it 

out there…‟”  

 

Impressing the filmmakers with her grasp of the character, Chastain got the plum part. “She is 

magnetic to watch,” says Madden. “She elicits an emotional involvement from the viewer. 

There‟s no equivocation in the choices she makes, and emotionally she is absolutely clear.  

 

“Helen has exactly that same quality. You can see the tiniest change of mood flutter across her 

face. That kind of transparency is rare, and it‟s a gift. The baton of Rachel passes effortlessly 

from one actress to the other.”  

 

Unable to share the screen, “the two Rachels” instead met to compare notes well before filming 

began. Mirren and Chastain read scenes together and worked out shared characteristics that 

would resonate within the film.  

 

Chastain remembers, “Helen and I got together in London with [production dialogue coach] Joan 

Washington to work on Rachel‟s voice. We also discussed gestures Rachel would make.”  

 

Mirren adds, “We collaborated with John, and with the costume and hair and make-up 

departments as well. Between the two of us, Jessica and I came to a consensus about who we 
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wanted this one person to be.  

 

“In 1997, she is hidden, polished and reserved. But the younger Rachel is a very different 

person…”  

 

Chastain notes, “Helen asked me about what I thought Rachel‟s family history might be, and we 

talked about where perhaps Rachel would end up; it‟s in the script, of course, but this way we 

could see that we were on the same journey.”  

 

In 1965-1966, Rachel is the youngest member of the trio of Mossad agents sent to capture the 

war criminal Vogel. Thykier notes, “She has no experience as a field agent up to that point, and 

that has a significant effect on the way the story unfolds.”  

 

The actress herself lacked experience in one key area; Chastain admits, “I could not be more 

different from a Mossad agent. Before The Debt, I had no idea how to even throw a punch; I had 

never been in a fight in my life.”  

 

Accordingly, she trained with a krav maga expert four times a week for four months in Los 

Angeles before coming to London for rehearsal with her fellow actors. As a result, “she does all 

of her own fighting and stunts in the film,” Madden reveals.  

 

Chastain reports, “I packed on a little bit of muscle, and, considering that I am a pacifist, I really 

enjoyed filming the fight scenes.”  

 

Chastain‟s on- and off-screen colleagues include Sam Worthington, who portrays David, the 

idealistic but conflicted Mossad agent who is drawn to Rachel almost immediately. Long before 

his star-making role in the record-breaking Avatar, Madden had spotted Worthington in the 

Australian independent feature Somersault. “Sam has this attractive, masculine, powerful 

presence but he also has a vulnerability,” comments the director. “I felt that he could capture the 

contrasts of David.”  

 

Worthington was intrigued by the character‟s moral conviction and emotional burdens. “David is 

a man who lost his entire family in the Holocaust, and is consistently questioning his own 

worth,” the actor states. “He dedicates himself to being an effective Mossad agent, as he feels he 

has the weight of a nation on him. With this mission, David‟s idealism becomes at risk and he 

doesn‟t know how to handle that.  

 

“John pitched me the story while visiting me on a movie set, and he completely sold me on his 

vision of these three people who confront a monster but are then haunted for decades. This 

makes for quite a thriller, but the core of The Debt is the notion of living with repercussions for 

decades.”  

 

To play Stephan, the driven leader of the unit, the filmmakers cast Marton Csokas, whom 

Madden praises as “brilliant. He‟s got this louche sexuality about him, and he brings a sense of 

danger and a neurotic energy to Stephan that creates a dramatic tension amongst the trio. It‟s 

Stephan‟s choices that drive the story.”  
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Csokas sees his character as being “a potent force, and fervent about bringing the Surgeon of 

Birkenau to justice. During the course of the story, he is tested by the claustrophobic situation 

that the agents find themselves in; it‟s one born of ambition and passion. For me, Stephan was a 

juicy role in the exciting context of a resonant thriller.  

 

“All of the characters in The Debt have their ambiguities; no one is black-and-white. They have 

their weaknesses and their strengths, they know both victory and failure.”  

 

Madden felt that with these two men cast opposite Chastain, the story took on even more 

potential. He notes, “The next step was to develop the chemistry among them. On this film, 

beyond working on the text and doing some improvisation, we had to rehearse the unique 

physical component.”  

 

So it was that, like Chastain, Csokas and Worthington underwent training for the krav maga 

sequences. The three actors trained together for nearly two weeks. Csokas offers, “Neither Sam 

nor myself became experts by any stretch of the imagination, so we looked after each other – and 

had our little codes to make sure neither of us got hurt.”  

 

Fight/stunt coordinator Julian Spencer notes, “Krav maga moves are so fast that we had to work 

on slowing them down a little bit for the camera. Otherwise, the viewer would be left wondering, 

„What happened?‟  

 

“John Madden would allow me to step in and give my five minutes‟ worth of notes to the actors, 

and then he would bring it all to life with them, incorporating the blocking.”  

 

“That group discipline was a tremendous benefit,” says Madden. “They could hang out, while 

also getting in shape and up to speed for their fighting scenes together.”  

 

Chastain says, “We worked as a team even when we were not on-set. In the car going to or from 

the set, we would be discussing scenes. We‟d give each other ideas, and ask each other 

questions. Sam and Marton made me a better actor because they both work so hard. But they also 

have a great sense of play so, surprisingly, given the heavy subject matter, we laughed a lot – off 

the set.”  

 

“They became very close,” Thykier says. “All three were full of energy, focus, and enthusiasm. 

Whether it was krav maga training or rehearsing dialogue to hone their accents, their shared 

work ethic drew them together.”  

 

The shared history that binds David and Stephan to Rachel was borne out in the casting of Ciarán 

Hinds and Tom Wilkinson, both of whom had worked before with Helen Mirren. “This is in fact 

the sixth time that Ciarán has worked with Helen,” comments Madden. “They truly do have a 

long history together, and in this particular movie they bring a poignancy to their characters‟ 

relationship.”  

 

Hinds muses, “I seem to ambush Helen every five years or so. It‟s enormously pleasing, and the 
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experience is always compelling – for me, at any rate!  

 

“I considered it a great honor to be in the company of Helen and Tom, and I‟d heard how 

wonderful John was to work with, so I was thrilled when he asked me to play this role. He‟s a 

great director.”  

 

Mirren comments, “For the scenes that we share in The Debt, it was a great advantage to have 

worked with these two actors before.”  

 

Approached to play the older Stephan, two-time Academy Award nominee Tom Wilkinson was 

drawn to the project by the prospect of reuniting not only with Mirren, whom he calls “a 

wonderful person,” but also with Madden, for whom he had starred in the Oscar-winning 

Shakespeare in Love. The actor remarks, “John‟s very good with actors, but he also has a strong 

technical side – with the camera and the editing – and he always works hard on the script.  

 

“With regard to this story, what interested me was, can one be redeemed after the endless 

duplicity of being a secret agent? There‟s an element of a movie I did a couple of years ago, 

Michael Clayton, in The Debt, and also of Sidney Lumet‟s thrillers. When everything you do is 

accompanied by spin, all the common decencies we take for granted in our lives – all the morals, 

the ethics – are completely eroded away. So Stephan‟s relationship with Rachel has gone distant 

– but he manipulates her anew, in a game with destiny that could be fatal.”  

 

Wilkinson adds, “Marton and I spoke by phone about our character and where the script takes 

him, and we agreed that Marton would proceed with how he was going to play Stephan; since he 

was filming first, I later took a look at his scenes and worked further on the character with John. 

There was a certain continuity I was careful not to break.”  

 

Worthington had also set his take on David. He says, “David is a quiet, controlled man who 

starts to explode and then he can‟t put the lid back on. Actor to actor, I knew I could trust Ciarán 

to take it from there – whether he watched rushes of my scenes or not.”  

 

Hinds says, “I did make sure to see a couple of scenes that Sam had completed. Of the two men 

in the equation, David is the more shy, more guarded one and he feels very uneasy once the 

mission is over. I concentrated on finding the soul, the essence of David some thirty years later, 

with his having been plagued by self-doubt all that time.”  

 

To play “the Surgeon of Birkenau,” an almost unimaginable monster who has killed or maimed 

thousands, Madden sought a performer who wouldn‟t ooze “evil on tap. We wanted an actor 

with whom the audience would not necessarily be familiar, about whom they could not make 

instant judgments. An actor of great power and subtlety. He also had to be fluent in German and 

English.”  

 

Copenhagen-born Jesper Christensen met all the criteria to play Dieter Vogel. The actor was 

coming off of back-to-back turns as James Bond antagonist Mr. White in Casino Royale and 

Quantum of Solace, but Christensen saw The Debt as “a thinking man‟s thriller with multiple 

layers. When I read the script, I wanted to see what happened next – and I didn‟t see what was 
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coming.”  

 

Madden in turn was taken straight away by Christensen‟s “craggy, intriguing face that is 

somehow ageless; he can look either 50 or 80, as needed.  

 

“What Jesper also brought to the part was the ability to be not instantly or even consistently 

villainous but, rather, exhibit a paradoxical charm and tenderness. Making Vogel rounded was 

crucial; this is a man who has made accommodations for his deeds but over the course of the 

story runs a gamut of emotions.”  

 

Christensen adds, “The man is so terrible that I didn‟t have to make the audience any more 

disgusted with him than they already are. What I needed to do was to bring out his dimensions, 

the humanity that he does possess, and the rationalizations that he has built around his past.”  

 

In their first meeting, Christensen spent hours with Madden reading through the script and 

working out a number of scenes, “displaying the kind of fearlessness and willingness that he 

went on displaying all the way through the making of the film,” comments the director. “Like 

Jessica, Jesper did all his own fighting and stunts, with spectacular results.  

 

“When we were shooting, he endured the safe house scenes – where he would stay tethered for 

hours and hours on end – with tremendous grace. He would even do scenes where other actors 

would have said, „You don‟t need me for this shot.‟ At one point, I wrenched my own shoulder 

pulling him up from the floor!” Christensen confides, “I would rather not do stunts myself, 

because I don‟t recover that quickly any more. But, it‟s my technique.”  

 

Aside from utilizing the physical challenges to advance his character, Christensen concentrated 

on how “when the three agents are holed up in the safe house with Vogel, it becomes impossible 

for them to dehumanize him any longer. Before that, he was just a monster to them, someone 

who has done the most awful things; suddenly, he‟s there with them and they are responsible for 

feeding and bathing him. So the moral stakes rise; now how they will treat this man?  

 

“Vogel‟s nature emerges as he constantly tests them, and cleverly works his way into the 

consciences of each member of the trio. As an actor, it was thrilling to play.”  

 

Two weeks of intense rehearsals were held at Ealing Studios; the setting of the safe 

house/apartment on a crumbling East Berlin block was built by production designer Jim Clay 

(BAFTA Award winner for Children of Men) and his department as a 360-degree environment, 

carefully following the script‟s specifications to create a genuinely claustrophobic atmosphere 

for Christensen to interact with Chastain, Worthington, and Csokas. Minor adjustments were 

made with regard to blocking needs as well as for the characters being impacted by their 

environment.  

 

Principal photography commenced in chronological order – with the safe house scenes filmed 

over three weeks – so that the actors could maintain the momentum from the rehearsals and 

better play out the festering tension between captors and captive.  
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Worthington notes, “It was our good fortune to be shooting in sequence – a great luxury to have 

in making a movie – and not having to suspend disbelief, given the tangible nature of the set.”  

 

“It wasn‟t unlike working in the theater,” says Csokas. “We would go into the studio and 

rehearse on the same sets every day. When the crew got in there with the lights and the cameras, 

it became more claustrophobic.”  

 

“By the end, I wanted to kick the place down,” admits Worthington. “Just like the character, I 

didn‟t want to be there any more.”  

 

Chastain reflects, “I was kind of hoping that I wouldn‟t like Jesper when I first met him in 

rehearsals; I even tried not to get to know him that well. But I found him to be absolutely lovely, 

and I thought, „Well, the scenes are going to be impossible to shoot now, because I really like 

this guy.‟  

 

“But he‟s such a good actor that as soon as we got onto the safe house set, I just hated him; hated 

that he was there, tied to that radiator. I just wanted to get away. I would leave the set at night 

exhausted.”  

 

Clay reveals, “The safe house set was inspired by a series of Francis Bacon paintings showing 

his lover‟s final desperate moments. I had happened to see these at the Tate gallery – just after 

John Madden had sent me the script. It struck me that these paintings had a real relevance to 

Vogel; he is captured and tied up in a room, facing the moment of his truth and the abyss of 

mortality. We tried to create that atmosphere on the set, what with the dark walls and a black 

frame around the lone figure of Vogel, and [director of photography] Ben Davis conveyed that.  

 

“We also tried to layer in a back story for the apartment itself, to give it color on the walls which 

suggested that the apartment once had happier days and a purpose, being occupied by young art 

students.”  

 

“You could have moved into the apartment,” marvels Thykier. “You‟d look behind the doors and 

find what would be there; no detail was left to chance. As soon as everyone –cast and crew – saw 

what Jim and his department were building, the bar was set.”  

 

The verisimilitude of the safe house set was enhanced by Clay‟s team‟s use of actual materials; 

distressed door and window frames, floors and tiles – much of which had been found at 

demolition sites visited as part of location scouting in Budapest. Clay notes, “My set decorator, 

John Bush, and I sought out all those dressing details, and shipped them back to London.  

 

“We didn‟t have to paint those elements. They had the natural decay of time, which lends an 

element of reality that is virtually impossible for even a skilled crew to achieve.”  

 

The crumbling architecture in and around the set also underscores the corrosive effects of the lie 

that pervades The Debt. Worthington notes, “It certainly informed my performance. It was this 

little world that our characters are forced into with Vogel.  
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“We had to come in prepared. As a director, John shoots fast and trusts the actors, but he will 

push you in the right direction towards what he wants.”  

 

The production then moved to the previously scouted Budapest, which had been judged capable 

of providing the textured background that would ably suggest East Berlin in the 1960s. Arriving 

in the city at the end of a particularly harsh winter, the production was able to take advantage of 

a cold and dampness that pervaded exteriors and kept the streets clearer than expected during 

daylight hours. The cast and crew‟s endurance was tested by the long and freezing night shoots.  

 

Most of the desired locations were grouped around one central area; these included the safe 

house exteriors, Vogel‟s clinic, and a re-created Berlin Wall. Clay hastens to clarify that the 

latter “is not the iconic Berlin Wall that everyone came to know, but instead the block-and-

concrete that was rather hastily thrown up during the period in the 1960s in which this part of the 

story is set. This was done in the areas where citizens had tried to escape.”  

 

The “ghost station,” where the Mossad trio convenes to smuggle Vogel out of Germany, was 

played by an actual train station in Istvantelek, just outside Budapest. The sequence was finalized 

for the script only after visits to the reallife location, with the specific geography and parameters 

carefully written in; the presence of an on-site bridge in particular allowed the filmmakers to 

maximize the locale‟s potential. “One should do that more often, really, writing the script around 

a location,” offers Madden. “It worked out so well…  

 

“…although coordinating the arrival of an actual train was a nightmare. But the scope and scale 

of the station added so much to the scenes, and not to the budget.”  

 

Six weeks later, cast and crew decamped to Tel Aviv, having been accepted as one of the few 

international productions to film in Israel in recent years. Evanstone Films, the production 

company of Eitan Evan, is based in Tel Aviv. Evan notes, “I was able to coordinate production 

services in Israel, so it was like wearing two hats.”  

 

In recreating the 1990s, the filmmakers‟ mandate was a sharp visual contrast between not only 

the decades but also between East Berlin and Tel Aviv, underlining the sense of the three 

characters having left the claustrophobic darkness of the safe house behind. While shooting on 

Tel Aviv streets, cinematographer Davis worked to get as much of the city on-screen as possible. 

“For John, there was no question that it was important for the movie to film there, given its sense 

of place,” says Thykier. “The searing light and heat of Israel exposes the characters and leaves 

no place to hide. The notions of darkness and light were central to the story.”  

 

Locations in Israel also included the scenic, Mediterranean-lit Dan Acadia Hotel, in Herzeliya on 

the Sea, where the book launch and other sequences were filmed, and where cast and crew and 

production offices were headquartered; and Lod‟s Ben Gurion International Airport.  

 

Mirren says, “In Tel Aviv, history and modernity co-exist. It‟s an extraordinary city in a 

fascinating country.”  

 

Evan reports, “With every kind of geography and climate, a highly developed film industry, and 
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well-trained crews, Israel is equipped for films of any size.”  

 

Proving the producer‟s point, four lines of a main road in Tel Aviv were closed for two days so 

that a crucial in-broad-daylight sequence involving stunt work could be realistically staged. 

“This took about six weeks to arrange,” says Evan. “But we got everybody in agreement – even 

the neighbors.”  

 

The production then returned to Budapest, which this time doubled for the Ukraine; pivotal 

scenes were shot at Lipot, an imposing and eerie hospital building just outside Budapest.  

 

Kris Thykier comments, “The Debt has an incredible cast acting out a story with an emotional 

complexity that will keep audiences on the edge of their seats as the characters‟ fates unwind.”  

 

John Madden concludes, “This is a thriller that keeps tightening the knot, with a sense that panic 

is just barely being held at bay.  

 

“The film‟s title has multiple layers: historical, political and personal. The Debt asks questions 

that we face daily; „What would I have done in this situation?‟ „How would I have behaved in 

those circumstances?‟ „What is the price I would – or will – pay?‟” 
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ABOUT THE CAST 

HELEN MIRREN (Rachel Singer) is one of the world‟s best-known and most respected actors, 

with an international career spanning stage, screen, and television.  

 

Her most celebrated role was as Elizabeth II in The Queen, for which she won the Academy 

Award for Best Actress, as well as the Golden Globe Award, BAFTA Award, and Screen Actors 

Guild Award, among other honors around the world.  

 

Ms. Mirren launched her career in London at the National Youth Theatre, playing Cleopatra. She 

joined the Royal Shakespeare Company and went on to star in a number of esteemed 

productions, including Troilus and Cressida and Macbeth. After leaving the RSC in 1972, her 

career took on a new direction when she joined renowned director Peter Brook‟s theatre 

company and toured the world. Her film career began with Age of Consent, but her breakthrough 

role arrived just over a decade later with the iconic gangster thriller The Long Good Friday.  

 

Subsequent films included Excalibur; the Irish romantic thriller Cal, for which she received the 

Best Actress award at the Cannes International Film Festival; The Cook, The Thief, His Wife & 

Her Lover; Some Mother‟s Son, which she coproduced; Calendar Girls; and, for her husband 

Taylor Hackford, his films White Nights and Love Ranch.  

 

She earned her first Academy Award nomination for her performance as Queen Charlotte in The 

Madness of King George, which also earned her another Best Actress award at the Cannes 

International Film Festival. A second Oscar nomination came for her role as the housekeeper 

Mrs. Wilson in Gosford Park; she shared with her fellow actors with the Screen Actors Guild 

Awards‟ top prize, for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture, and won the 

Guild's Award for Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Supporting Role. For her 

starring role as Sofya Tolstoy in The Last Station, she was nominated for the Screen Actors 

Guild, Golden Globe, Spirit, and Academy Awards.  

 

Ms. Mirren has recently been seen on-screen in the hit RED, based on the WildStorm/DC comic 

book, as a lethal lady of the CIA; in The Tempest, as Prospera in a gender twist on the classic 

character; in Brighton Rock, based on the novel by Graham Greene, as a café owner turned 

amateur detective; and in Arthur, opposite Russell Brand, where she plays the near-indomitable 

nanny to Mr. Brand‟s naughty playboy character.  

 

On television, she starred in the iconic role of Detective Chief Inspector Jane Tennison, playing 

the character in seven acclaimed Prime Suspect miniseries that spanned 15 years. The portrayal 

brought Ms. Mirren two Emmy Awards and three BAFTA Awards, among other accolades. Her 

most recent starring role was in the miniseries Elizabeth I, for which she won Emmy, Golden 

Globe, and Screen Actors Guild Awards.  

 

Her other telefilm credits include The Passion of Ayn Rand, for which she won an Emmy 

Award; Losing Chase, for which she won a Golden Globe Award; Door to Door; and The 

Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone.  
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Her recent stage credits include Phedre, at the National Theatre in London and the New 

Shakespeare Theatre in Washington, DC; and, also at the National Theatre, Mourning Becomes 

Electra, which brought Ms. Mirren an Olivier Award nomination. On Broadway, she starred in A 

Month in the Country, for which she received a Tony Award nomination; and in The Dance of 

Death, opposite Sir Ian McKellen.  

 

In 2003, Helen Mirren was appointed a Dame of the British Empire. 

SAM WORTHINGTON (Young David) graduated from Sydney‟s prestigious National 

Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) in 1998. Upon graduation, he starred in a production of Judas 

Kiss, directed by Neil Armfield for Company B at the Belvoir Street Theater.  

 

Building upon his theater background, Mr. Worthington began working steadily in film and 

television. He made his feature film debut in Australian dance drama Bootmen, directed by Dein 

Perry, as Adam Garcia‟s older brother; the performance garnered him an Australian Film 

Institute (AFI) Award Nomination for Best Actor. For his work opposite Abbie Cornish in Cate 

Shortland‟s Somersault, he won the AFI Award for Best Actor – 1 of the 13 the movie won, 

marking the first-ever clean sweep of all categories in the AFIs‟ history.  

 

Somersault also brought him a Film Critics Circle of Australia (FCCA) Nomination for Best 

Actor.  

 

He starred in two acclaimed Australian shows: Love My Way, which won an AFI Award for 

Best Television Drama Series, and The Surgeon, which was an AFI Award nominee as Best 

Telefeature or Miniseries.  

 

He played small roles in two WWII movies, Gregory Hoblit‟s Hart‟s War and John Dahl‟s The 

Great Raid; and lead roles in several more Australian features. The latter included Jonathan 

Teplitzky‟s Gettin‟ Square; David Caesar‟s Dirty Deeds, with Bryan Brown, Toni Collette, and 

Sam Neill; Greg Mclean‟s Rogue, with Radha Mitchell; and Geoffrey Wright‟s contemporary 

update of Macbeth, in which Mr. Worthington starred as the title character.  

 

After an exhaustive casting search, James Cameron selected him to star in Avatar. The epic 

fantasy adventure – the first of a trilogy – became a worldwide phenomenon and the highest-

grossing movie of all time, with over $2.7 billion earned globally in theatrical release alone. The 

many honors accorded Avatar included 3 Academy Awards, 2 BAFTA Awards, and the Golden 

Globe Awards for Best Picture and Best Director.  

 

Mr. Worthington has starred in two other blockbuster hit movies; McG‟s Terminator Salvation, 

opposite Christian Bale, and Louis Leterrier‟s Clash of the Titans. He is reprising his role of 

Perseus from the latter in the sequel Wrath of the Titans, directed by Jonathan Liebesman.  

 

Other recent and upcoming films in which he stars include Massy Tadjedin‟s Last Night, 

opposite Keira Knightley; Asger Leth‟s Man on a Ledge, with Jamie Bell and Ed Harris; and 

Ami Canaan Mann‟s The Dark Fields, reteaming with Jessica Chastain of The Debt.  
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In 2010, with John and Michael Schwarz, Mr. Worthington founded Full Clip Prods. The 

company is producing original content for several mediums and platforms. Full Clip‟s first 

graphic novel, Damaged, will be issued in the summer of 2011; feature films are in development; 

and the company has signed a firstlook and development deal with NBCUniversal International, 

which is the international television production division of NBCUniversal. 

JESSICA CHASTAIN (Young Rachel) attended the Juilliard School in New York City. While 

there, she starred in Romeo and Juliet. She soon commenced a professional stage career, and 

received glowing reviews for her performances in The Cherry Orchard, at the Williamstown 

Theatre Festival, opposite Michelle Williams; and in Richard Nelson‟s Rodney‟s Wife, opposite 

David Strathairn, off- Broadway at Playwrights Horizons.  

 

Her other stage credits include the Los Angeles Wadsworth Theatre production of Salome, 

directed by Estelle Parsons and starring in the title role opposite Al Pacino. Extending the 

collaboration, producer Barry Navidi created a film version entitled Wilde Salome. Directed by 

Mr. Pacino, the feature includes behind-thescenes footage as well as portions of the play. It will 

world-premiere at the 2011 Venice International Film Festival.  

 

More recently, she starred as Desdemona in Othello, opposite Philip Seymor Hoffman and John 

Ortiz. The production, adapted and directed by Peter Sellars, was performed in Vienna and off-

Broadway; the latter stint was with the LAByrinth Theater Company and through NYC‟s Public 

Theater.  

 

Ms. Chastain made her screen debut in the title role of Jolene, directed by Dan Ireland, opposite 

Rupert Friend, Frances Fisher, Dermot Mulroney, and Michael Vartan. The feature film 

adaptation of the E.L. Doctorow short story earned her the Best Actress Award at the 2008 

Seattle International Film Festival.  

 

She will soon be seen starring in several highly anticipated films being released in 2011. These 

include Terrence Malick‟s The Tree of Life, with Brad Pitt and Sean Penn; Ami Canaan Mann‟s 

The Dark Fields, reteaming her with Sam Worthington of The Debt; Ralph Fiennes‟ Coriolanus; 

Jeff Nichols‟ Take Shelter, opposite Michael Shannon; and Tate Taylor‟s The Help, adapted 

from Kathryn Stockett‟s beloved novel of the same name.  

 

Ms. Chastain recently completed filming John Hillcoat‟s The Wettest County in the World. 

TOM WILKINSON (Stephan Gold) received an Academy Award nomination for Best 

Supporting Actor in Tony Gilroy‟s Academy Award-nominated Michael Clayton; and received 

an Academy Award nomination for Best Actor for his unforgettable performance opposite Sissy 

Spacek in Todd Field‟s Academy Award-nominated In The Bedroom. For the latter role, Mr. 

Wilkinson also received a BAFTA Award nomination; and won the Independent Spirit Award, a 

Sundance Film Festival Special Jury Prize, and the New York Film Critics Circle award, among 

other honors.  

 

He had previously won a BAFTA for his role in the 1997 British and international box-office 

sensation The Full Monty, directed by Peter Cattaneo; and garnered another BAFTA nomination 
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the following year for his performance in the Best Picture Oscar winner Shakespeare in Love, 

which marked his first teaming with The Debt director John Madden. They have reteamed again 

on the soon-to-be-released The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel.  

 

Mr. Wilkinson received Emmy and Golden Globe Award nominations for his courageous 

performance in Jane Anderson‟s telefilm Normal, opposite Jessica Lange. He subsequently won 

Emmy and Golden Globe Awards for the miniseries John Adams, in which he portrayed 

Benjamin Franklin; and garnered Emmy and Golden Globe Award nominations for Jay Roach‟s 

telefilm Recount. He was a Screen Actors Guild Award nominee for the teleplay A Number, 

based on Caryl Churchill‟s play and directed by James MacDonald. He most recently starred in 

the miniseries The Kennedys, as Joseph Kennedy Snr.  

 

Among his many other feature credits are Brian Gilbert‟s Wilde; Sandra Goldbacher‟s The 

Governess; Brett Ratner‟s Rush Hour; Ang Lee‟s Ride with the Devil, Roland Emmerich‟s The 

Patriot; Oliver Parker‟s The Importance of Being Earnest; Peter Webber‟s Girl with a Pearl 

Earring; Richard Eyre‟s Stage Beauty, Julian Fellowes‟ Separate Lies, opposite Emily Watson 

and Rupert Everett; Christopher Nolan‟s Batman Begins; Woody Allen‟s Cassandra‟s Dream; 

Guy Ritchie‟s RocknRolla; Bryan Singer‟s Valkyrie; Tony Gilroy‟s Duplicity; Roman Polanski‟s 

The Ghost Writer; Robert Redford‟s The Conspirator; and Michel Gondry‟s Eternal Sunshine of 

the Spotless Mind, also for Focus Features, and The Green Hornet.  

 

An accomplished stage actor, Mr. Wilkinson has played the role of John Proctor in The Crucible 

at the Royal National Theatre; the title role in King Lear at the Royal Court; and the role of Dr. 

Stockmann in the award-winning West End production of Enemy of the People, with Vanessa 

Redgrave. Additionally, he won the London Critics Circle Award for his performance in Ghosts; 

and starred in David Hare‟s production of My Zinc Bed, with Julia Ormond.  

 

His television work also includes BAFTA Award-nominated portrayals in Piers Haggard‟s 

telefilm Cold Enough for Snow and the celebrated BBC miniseries Martin Chuzzlewit, directed 

by Pedr James. His other notable television credits include the teleplay Measure for Measure, 

directed by David Thacker; and the telefilms The Gathering Storm, directed by Richard 

Loncraine, and Prime Suspect. In the latter, directed by Christopher Menaul, he starred opposite 

Helen Mirren of The Debt. 

 

Cast (in credits order) 
Helen Mirren ... Rachel Singer 

Tom Wilkinson ... Stephan Gold 

Ciarán Hinds ... David Peretz 

Romi Aboulafia ... Sarah Gold 

Tomer Ben David ... Sarah's Husband 

Ohev Ben David ... Sarah's Son 

Jonathan Uziel ... Mossad Agent 

Eli Zohar ... Stephan's Driver 

Irén Bordán ... Seminar Moderator 

Jessica Chastain ... Young Rachel 

Marton Csokas ... Young Stephan 
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Sam Worthington ... Young David 

Jesper Christensen ... Doktor Bernhardt / Dieter Vogel 

Brigitte Kren ... Frau Bernhardt / Nurse 

Bálin Merán ... Man on Tram Station 

Christian Strassner ... Guard 

Alexander E. Fennon ... Postal Worker (as Alexander Fennon) 

István Betz ... Train Driver 

Alexander Jagsch ... Border Guard 

András Szurdi ... Soldier 

Melinda Korcsog ... Young Sarah 

Nitzan Sharron ... Party Guest 

Adar Beck ... Party Guest 

Kátya Tompos ... Newspaper Receptionist / Kátya 

József Rácz ... Kátya&#146;'s Boyfriend 

István Göz ... Yuri Tiov 

Igor Vovk ... Babenko Registrar 

Morris Perry ... Ivan Schevchuk 

Erika Szórádi ... Babenko Nurse 
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 
 

JOHN MADDEN (Director) was born in Portsmouth and educated at Clifton College and 

Cambridge. He began his career as Artistic Director of the Oxford and Cambridge Shakespeare 

Company, later moving to the BBC to work in television and radio drama.  

 

He moved to America in 1975 to develop radio drama with EARPLAY, the National Public 

Radio drama project. After winning the Prix Italia for directing Arthur Kopit‟s Wings for 

EARPLAY, he subsequently directed the play for the stage at Yale and the National Theatre in 

London, and on Broadway. The latter company‟s Constance Cummings won the Tony Award for 

Best Actress in a Play, and Mr. Madden was a nominated for a Drama Desk Award.  

 

His subsequent stage work included directing the Broadway premieres of Jules Feiffer‟s Grown 

Ups and Christopher Durang‟s Beyond Therapy, as well as Arnold Wesker‟s Caritas. During this 

time, he taught in the acting and playwriting programs at the Yale School of Drama.  

 

In 1984, Mr. Madden began to work extensively in film, directing for the BBC and for 

commercial television. His telefilms included Poppyland and The Widowmaker, and the 

miniseries After the War.  

 

He returned to America early in the next decade to make his first feature film; Ethan Frome was 

adapted by Richard Nelson from Edith Wharton‟s novella and starred Liam Neeson and Patricia 

Arquette. Mr. Madden‟s next feature was Golden Gate, an original screenplay written by David 

Henry Hwang that starred Matt Dillon and Joan Chen.  

 

Back in the U.K., he directed the telefilm Prime Suspect: The Lost Child (the fourth in the 

series), which was his first collaboration with Helen Mirren of The Debt. His telefilm Truth or 

Dare, starring John Hannah and Helen Baxendale, won the BAFTA [Scotland] Award for Best 

Single Drama.  

 

Mr. Madden directed [Her Majesty,] Mrs. Brown from Jeremy Brock‟s original screenplay and 

starring Judi Dench and Billy Connolly. The film received 8 BAFTA Award nominations and 2 

Academy Award nominations including Best Actress.  

 

His next film, Shakespeare in Love, earned him an Academy Award nomination. The film won 3 

Golden Globe Awards; 4 BAFTA Awards; and 7 Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best 

Original Screenplay (Tom Stoppard and Marc Norman), Best Actress (Gwyneth Paltrow), and 

Best Supporting Actress (Judi Dench).  

 

He then directed Captain Corelli‟s Mandolin, adapted by Shawn Slovo from the bestselling novel 

by Louis de Bernières. The film starred Nicolas Cage, Penélope Cruz, Christian Bale, David 

Morrissey, and John Hurt.  

 

Mr. Madden staged David Auburn‟s Pulitzer Prize-winning play Proof at the Donmar 

Warehouse, starring Gwyneth Paltrow. He subsequently directed the screen version, written by 

the author and Rebecca Miller; Ms. Paltrow starred with Anthony Hopkins, Jake Gyllenhaal, and 
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Hope Davis.  

 

He previously directed Killshot, adapted by Hossein Amini from the Elmore Leonard novel and 

starring Diane Lane, Thomas Jane, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, and Mickey Rourke. Mr. Madden has 

just finished his new film The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, based on Deborah Moggach‟s novel 

These Foolish Things, and starring Bill Nighy, Maggie Smith, Dev Patel, Judi Dench, and Tom 

Wilkinson of The Debt. 

 

Directed by John Madden  

 

Screenplay by Matthew Vaughn, Jane Goldman and Peter Straughan 

Film: Ha-Hov: Assaf Bernstein & Ido Rosenblum 

 

Produced by 
Mairi Bett .... co-producer 

Eitan Evan .... producer 

Ildiko Kemeny .... production executive: Hungary, Pioneer Pictures 

Gadi Levy .... supervising producer 

Tarquin Pack .... executive producer 

Eduardo Rossoff .... producer 

Kris Thykier .... producer 

Matthew Vaughn .... producer 

 

Original Music by 
Thomas Newman  

 

Cinematography by 
Ben Davis  

 

Film Editing by 
Alexander Berner  

 

Casting by 
Michelle Guish  

 

Production Design by 
Jim Clay  

 

Art Direction by 
Peter Francis (supervising art director) 

Dominic Masters  

 

Set Decoration by 

John Bush  

 

Costume Design by 
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Natalie Ward  

 

Makeup Department 
Dan Frye .... prosthetics technician 

Csilla Horváth .... makeup artist 

Kristyan Mallett .... prosthetics makeup supervisor 

Daniel Phillips .... hair designer 

Daniel Phillips .... makeup designer 

Daniel Phillips .... prosthetic makeup designer 

Jan Sewell .... key makeup artist 

 

Production Management 
Tania Blunden .... post-production supervisor 

Sasha Harris .... unit production manager 

Maria Ungor .... production manager: Hungary 

 

Second Unit Director or Assistant Director 
Joey Coughlin .... third assistant director 

Robyn Glaser .... second assistant director: Israel 

Olivia Lloyd .... second assistant director 

Deborah Saban .... first assistant director 

Shir Shoshani .... first assistant director: second unit, Israel 

Szonja Szekerák .... assistant director 

Tamás Vass .... assistant director 

Tamás Vass .... first assistant director: second unit 

 

Art Department 
Andrea Balogh .... buyer 

Dávid Breier .... property master (2009) 

Matthew Broderick .... standby props 

Veronica Falzon .... art department researcher 

Barry Gibbs .... property master 

Zoltán Horváth .... set dresser 

Peter James .... stand-by art director 

Attila Kiss .... standby props 

Thomas Martin .... construction manager 

Alexandra Miklos .... graphic artist 

Johanna Muench .... set decoration buyer: Germany 

Mitch Niclas .... chargehand stand-by propman 

Darryl Paterson .... assistant property master 

Zoltán Szalay .... picture vehicle coordinator 

Sophie Tarver .... propmaker 

 

Sound Department 
Ricky Butt .... foley artist 

Tim Cavagin .... sound re-recording mixer 
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Simon Diggins .... adr recordist 

Robin Knapp .... first assistant sound editor 

Robin Knapp .... foley editor 

Mark Lafbery .... adr foley recordist 

Peter Lindsay .... production sound mixer 

Michael Miller .... adr mixer 

Kate Morath .... sound maintenance 

Theotime Pardon .... sound assistant 

Peter Schulteisz .... second boom operator 

James Shannon .... dolby sound consultant 

Andy Shelley .... dialogue and adr editor 

Steve Single .... sound re-recording mixer 

Alastair Sirkett .... sound effects editor 

Jack Stew .... foley artist 

Ian Wilson .... supervising sound editor 

 

Special Effects by 
Stuart Brisdon .... special effects supervisor 

Mark Haddenham .... special effects senior technician 

Gabor Kiszelly .... special effects supervisor: Hungary 

Tez Palmer .... special effects technician (as Terry Palmer) 

Nigel Wilkinson .... special effects technician 

 

Visual Effects by 
Diccon Alexander .... digital matte painter: Double Negative 

Stella Ampatzi .... digital paint artist: Peerless 

Dan Lindskov Andersen .... technical director: Double Negative 

Kris Anderson .... digital compositor 

Matthew Baker .... digital restoration 

Daniel Baldwin .... matchmove supervisor 

Adam Barnett .... technical support 

Francesco Canonico .... animator 

Luan Davis .... compositor: Double Negative 

Samual Dawes .... roto/prep artist: double negative 

Sara Diaz .... animator 

Laura Fitzpatrick .... digital effects producer: Peerless Camera Company 

Walter Gilbert .... digital compositor: Double Negative 

Charlotte Gray .... digital restoration 

Adam Hammond .... digital compositor 

Adam Hammond .... visual effects: Double Negative 

Emma Hulme .... digital restoration 

Christopher Jaques .... roto/prep artist: Double Negative 

Diane Kingston .... digital effects producer: Peerless Camera Company ) 

Sam Lane .... visual effects editor: double negative 

Patrick Ledda .... lead technical director: Peerless 

Taz Lodder .... technical support: Double Negative 
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Kim Lim Loo .... matchmove artist: Double Negative 

Will Martindale .... rotoscope/paint artist: Double Negative 

Jolene McCaffrey .... digital supervisor 

Naveen Medaram .... digital compositor: Dneg 

Christopher T. Page .... rotoscope artist 

Emanuele Pescatori .... CG artist 

Richard R. Reed .... digital compositor 

Paul Round .... senior compositor: Peerless 

James Russell .... digital compositor 

Olle Rydberg .... matchmover: Double Negative 

Paul Scott .... visual effects artist 

Asa Shoul .... digital colourist 

Natalie Stopford .... visual effects producer: Double Negative 

John Swinnerton .... compositor 

Stephen Thornhill .... visual effects technical director: double negative 

Niki Turpin .... roto artist: Double Negative 

Nicola Valsamakis .... rotoscope artist: peerless camera company 

Nicky Walsh .... digital effects coordinator 

 

Stunts 
Ferenc Berecz .... stunt performer 

Aldonio Danny Freitas .... stunt performer 

Elaine Ford .... stunt double (2010) 

Kinga Gavalda .... stunt driver: Helen Mirren 

László Kósa .... stunts 

Balazs Lengyel .... stunt double 

Domonkos Pardanyi .... assistant stunt coordinator 

Domonkos Pardanyi .... stunt double 

Julian Spencer .... stunt coordinator 

Gáspár Szabó .... stunt double 

Roy Taylor .... stunts 

Peter Pedrero .... fight stunt coordinator: UK (uncredited) 

 

Camera and Electrical Department 
Gábor Balda .... second unit 

Csaba Bankhardt .... electrician 

Shimon Belfer .... rigging electrician 

Zsolt Büti .... gaffer: Hungary 

Polgár Csaba .... video assist trainee 

Aviezer Dasberg .... gaffer: israel unit 

Zoltán Dzsupin .... central loader 

Leigh Gold .... focus puller: dailies 

István Gottmann .... assistant camera 

Lewis Hume .... second assistant camera: "a" camera 

Gusztáv Kirsch .... focus puller: "c" camera 

Clive Prior .... first assistant camera: "b" camera 
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Kristóf Párdányi .... second assistant camera 

Alastair Rae .... camera operator 

Alastair Rae .... steadicam operator 

Sam Renton .... first assistant camera: "a" camera 

György Réder .... c cam operator 

Adva Shoua .... second assistant camera 

Szabolcs Sipos .... electrician 

Imre Sisa .... key grip 

David Smith .... gaffer 

Laurie Sparham .... still photographer 

Kat Spencer .... second assistant camera: "b" camera 

Attila Szûcs .... dolly grip: second unit 

Tamás Takács .... camera trainee 

Jack Warrender .... video operator 

 

Casting Department 
Abigail Barbier .... adr voice casting 

Tamás Kertész .... extras casting 

Esther Kling .... casting: Israel 

 

Costume and Wardrobe Department 
Brigitta Barkó .... wardrobe assistant: Hungary 

Louise Cassettari .... costume trainee 

Tom Hornsby .... wardrobe master 

Poli Kyriacou .... costume design assistant 

Charlotte Sewell .... costume supervisor 

Sunita Singh .... costume assistant 

Zsuzsa Stenger .... costume supervisor: Hungary 

Katalin Ujvari .... wardrobe assistant: Hungary 

 

Editorial Department 
Gilbert Carreras .... color timer 

Sean Cooney .... post-production executive 

Charlotte Dean .... assistant post-production coordinator 

Matyas Fekete .... assistant editor 

Scott Liddle .... film scanning 

Nadia Naimi .... first assistant editor 

Danny Salas .... second assistant editor 

Faye Stevens .... post-production coordinator 

Catherine Williams .... sync dailies 

 

Music Department 
Larry Mah .... digital score recordist 

Andrew McKenna .... piano coach 

Tim Rodier .... music preparation 

Thomas Vicari .... music scoring mixer 
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Transportation Department 
Rob Hempenstall .... transportation captain 

László Kiss .... transportation coordinator 

Norbert Kroó .... driver: camera car 

 

Other crew 
Rumanoczky Anette .... stand-in: all ladies 

Reka Angyalosy .... assistant accountant 

Kim Armitage .... continuity 

Michael Barnes .... financial legal services 

Michael Bartol .... manager: physical production: Miramax Films 

Bea Beliczai .... assistant location manager 

Danny Ben Menahem .... location manager: Israel 

Peter Boothby .... production assistant 

Clare Brody .... data operator: Technicolor 

Julie Burnham .... unit nurse 

Hollie Foster .... assistant production coordinator 

David Greenbaum .... production executive 

Ella Harris .... rushes runner 

Charlotte Keating .... cast liaison 

Imre Légmán .... location manager 

Michael Mann .... production secretary 

Stacy Mann .... unit publicist 

Leonie Mansfield .... assistant: Matthew Vaughn 

Damian Mitchell .... supervising armorer 

Steve Morphew .... stand-in: sam worthington 

Paul Murphy .... location accountant: Tel Aviv 

Zsofi Oblath .... assistant production coordinator 

János Papp .... health & safety advisor 

Natasha Radski .... character voices 

Eszter Repassy .... production coordinator 

Dora Simko .... script supervisor: splinter unit 

Ingrid Simmonds .... assistant accountant 

Richard Szabó .... unit manager 

Istvan Szori .... stand-in: all men 

Will Tyler .... production accountant 

Ferenc Tóth .... stand-in: Mr. Worthington 

Béla Vaszary .... medical coordinator 

Joan Washington .... dialogue coach 

Pip Williams .... assistant: producer  

 

Source: IMDB  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1226753/fullcredits#cast

